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 Take the Vacation Travel Advisors propose the following: 

 ●  An 11% commission on all travel booked by Take the Vacation. Based on the figures from
 past years, this should remain under the $20,000 threshold and provide a way to
 compensate the individual agent fairly.

 ●  For billing and submission to the State of Arkansas, Take the Vacation would charge $50
 per hour, with a 1-hour minimum per trip where these services were needed or requested.

 ●  For trip add-ons of a personal nature (i.e. adding a Walt Disney World trip to an
 already-established convention in Orlando), no commission billing to the State of Arkansas
 would be added. Those commissions would be paid directly to our agency by the supplier
 (in this example, Walt Disney World).

 ●  Three to five agents, one of which is fluent in Spanish. would be selected from our roster to
 work with board members, ideally developing a business relationship with each board
 member where the board member would come to rely on that particular agent to handle his
 or her travel. Agents would then have the option of handling any personal travel the board
 member wished to book privately.

 Notes  :

 The $50 per hour charge would only be billed in cases where expenses need to be broken
 down for reimbursement to the board member by the State. We have a CPA who is part of
 our team who would perform this service. Obviously, she would work to learn the regulations
 regarding the state office of procurement. Should the board member wish to do this
 themselves, it will remain optional.

 In instances where personal travel was mixed with state travel, the board member could opt
 to prepare the documentation needed for reimbursement or have the option of our CPA
 handling it.

 Take the Vacation, LLC was established in 2021. Today, our roster includes approximately 
 70 agents from coast to coast. In 2023, Take The Vacation’s agents sold more than $8 
 million worth of travel to our clients. 
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